20th Century European Urbanism – urbanHIST’s
Objectives
Throughout the 20th century, urban planning constituted
itself as an important tool to spatially direct social
developments.
Contemporary historiographic approach to urbanism.
Most studies on 20th century urban planning adopt a
national perspective, while studies aiming to provide
an overview focus on several core countries with special
attention to the generation of planning innovations
in the advanced capitalist countries. The mainstream
planning historiography mostly ignores not only a
majority of European countries, but also important
aspects of the history of urbanism like the function of
urban planning as an instrument of nation-building, as
a resource of power for dictatorships or as vehicle to
homogenise the development of bigger areas of the
continent. Furthermore, methodological approaches
are very heterogeneous. urbanHIST follows an approach
which responds to this criticism.

urbanHIST- more than just a PhD-programme!

urbanHIST- eight research fields

urbanHist is a multidisciplinary research and training
programme run by four universities in Germany,
Spain, Slovakia and Sweden in cooperation with 13
partner-organizations and funded within the European
Union’sHorizon 2020 research and innovation programme
in the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Action - Innovative Training
Networks (ITN) as European Joint Doctorate (EJD) aims to
develop and sustainably promote a joint understanding of
20th century urbanism in Europe. 15 Early Stage Researchers
will be researching in 8 thematic fields, embedded into a
network of high-profile academics and practitioners.

The work of the Early Stage Researchers is organised in
eight thematic fields which are led by one of the four
universities each. These are:

urbanHIST - a European Joint Doctorate
The 15 Early Stage Researchers will be researching in a
multidisciplinary environment between architecture and
politics, history, urbanism, and economics under the joint
supervision of two of the four universities.
urbanHIST offers
•
an up to three years lasting fulltime employment
contractwith the hosting university
•
secondments to the partner institutions in the
academicand non-academic sector
•
colloquia
•
international conferences
•
trainings in seven qualification tracks, partially
with external trainers
Having successfully completed their research, Early
StageResearchers will be awarded a double degree.
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Bauhaus-Universität Weimar:
(1) Historiography of European urbanism
(2) Urbanism, political and development
strategies
Universidad de Valladolid:
(3) Public infrastructure, social housing and
evolution of European cities
(4) Urbanism, heritage and urban planning in
Europe
Univerzita Pavla Jozefa Šafárika v Košiciach:
(5) Central Europe since the fall of AustroHungarian Empire through dictatorships of the
20th century to European Union
(6) Urbanism, architecture and building of
national identity
Blekinge Tekniska Högskola:
(7) The establishment of urbanism as profession
and discipline
(8) Planning for the growth society and the
emergence of sustainability
The research work in these thematic field is jointly
supervised by two of the four universities.

further information:
www.urbanhist.eu
contact:
urbanhist@archit.uni-weimar.de

				

Beneficiaries

Bauhaus-Universität Weimar (BUW)
Prof. Dr. Max Welch Guerra
urbanHIST project director, BUW local director
Dr. Christiane Kramer
urbanHIST project manager, BUW local coordinator

Universidad de Valladolid (UVa)
Prof. Dra. María A. Castrillo Romón
UVa local director
Prof. Dra. Marina Jiménez Jiménez
UVa local coordinator

Univerzita Pavla Jozefa Šafárika v Košiciach (UPJŠ)
Assoc. Prof. Martin Pekár, Ph.D.
UPJŠ local director
Mgr. Katarína Hajduková
UPJŠ local coordinator

urbanHIST - in brief
duration:
EU-financing:
consortium:

10/2016 – 09/2020
3.7 Million Euro
4 beneficiaries in cooperation with 13
partner organisations

Blekinge Tekniska Högskola (BTH)
Prof. Abdellah Abarkan
BTH local director
BSc. Annica Johansson
BTH local coordinator

Contact:
Chair for Spatial Planning and Spatial Research
Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism
Bauhaus-Universität Weimar
Geschwister-Scholl-Straße 8
99423 Weimar Germany
www.uni-weimar.de

Contact
website:
email:
facebook:
twitter:

www.urbanhist.eu
urbanhist@archit.uni-weimar.de
https://www.facebook.com/urbanHIST
@urbanHIST_H2020

Information on the European Joint
Doctorate urbanHIST

